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NEW QUESTION: 1
A customer is troubleshooting QoS in a Cisco UCS domain due to
high packet drops in the network. The customer has configured
the vNIC and associated QoS policy, and changed the MTU from
1000 to 1200.
Packet drops still exist. What is the cause of this issue?
A. The MTU specified here must be greater than the MTU
specified in the associated QoS system class. If this MTU value
is less than the MTU value in the QoS system class, packets may
be dropped during data transmission.
B. The MTU specified here must be less than the MTU specified
in the associated QoS system policy. If this MTU value exceeds
the MTU value in the QoS system policy, packets may be not be
dropped during data transmission.
C. The MTU specified here must be equal to or less than the MTU
specified in the associated QoS system class. If this MTU value
exceeds the MTU value in the QoS system class, packets may be
dropped during data transmission.
D. The MTU must be optimized and should be changed to fc with
the CLI command set mtu fc.

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which three statements are true about Database Resource
Manager?
A. It can be used to enable resumable timeout for user
sessions.
B. It can be used tocontrol the usage of the undo tablespace by
consumer groups.
C. It can be used to control the consumption of only physical
I/Os where excessive physical
I/Os can trigger an automatic session termination but excessive
logical I/Os cannot.
D. A resource plan change can be automated by using the Oracle
Scheduler.
E. It can be used to control the usage of the temp tablespace
by consumer groups.
F. A resource plan can have multiple resource plan directives,
each of which controls resource allocation for a different
consumer group.
Answer: B,D,F

NEW QUESTION: 3
The IANA is responsible for:
A. Allocating North American IP addresses .
B. Allocating IP addresses for residential customer traffic.
C. Intra-city ISP traffic.
D. Allocation of the global IP address space.
Answer: D
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